
ISU Norway National Assembly 2017 
 
Friday May 5th 
 
1300: Registration of participants 
1330: Welcome speech by the National President.  
1340: Approval of Chairs and agenda. The assembly approves Fehtullah Oran and 

Farshad Tami as chairpersons. The chairpersons go through the voting conduct and 

procedure. The assembly approves agenda.  
1400: Presentationsby Irish Embassy, SAIH, AIESEC, NSO, IndustriEnergi, NMBU 

1525: Gender Inclusion Discussion 

1600: Presentation of Constitutional amendments and debate 

1715: Constitutional amendments voting 

1730: Candidates to Executive and National Board presentations 

 

Approval of Chairs and agenda.  
 

- The assembly approves Fehtullah Oran and Farshad Tami as chairpersons. 

- The chairpersons go through the voting conduct and procedure.  
- The assembly approves agenda.  

 

Jerry O´Donovan (Irish Embassy) on Embassies support for students 

 

- The Irish Embassy of Oslo welcomed the opportunity to cooperate with 
ISU Norway through a partnership signed in March 2017 

- The Irish Embassy thanks especially the National President (Daniel 
Hernández Iniesta), for the work to support the cooperation with the Irish 
Embassy and the Embassies cooperation project 

- This partnership represents a platform for the Irish Embassy to learn 
about Irish students in Norway 

- The network of support for the students is more than what is offered by 
the universities and institutions 

- There is an agreement in place for an internship arrangement, whereby 
once a year an intern from ISU Norway will work with the Irish Embassy 

- The chosen candidate can use this opportunity to build a network and to 
participate in the embassy’s day-to day work  

- Students studying in Norway who interact with ISU now may become 
more aware of how their embassy can support them 

- This includes a social scene, a scene for networking and creating 
international links, but also an opportunity to facilitate similar 
connections in Ireland 

- Mr. O´Donovan mentioned his previous experience as an ERASMUS 
student, where he worked in the European Parliament. This had a huge 
impact on his later career.  

- The Irish Embassy wish to work with the best talent in Norway, and also 
to offer these students opportunity to do internships within the Embassy 
in Oslo 

- The Irish Embassy therefore highly recommend other embassies present 
to cooperate with ISU Norway 



- The National President marked that it is important to provide a link 
between the embassies and the exchange students, and that this is 
something ISU Norway will continue to work for. 

 
Inga Marie NymoRiseth onNorwegian Students´ and Academics´ 
International Assistance Fund (SAIH) 
 

- SAIH is the solidarity organization of students and academics in Norway. 
Solidarity, equality and non-discrimination are important values that 
form the basis for SAIH’s work 

- It is a strength for student organizations to cooperate with other student 
organizations when working with international issues 

- ISU students are often participating in SAIH events, and vice versa. This 
presence elevates the work for both organizations 

- It is especially important to value solidarity and cooperation between 
students in Norway in a time where there is a tendency to shut down 
borders and close down communication 

- Nymo talked about her previous experience as an exchange student, 
which wasa huge realization for her on how important it is to socialize 
with international students 

- SAIH are standing together with the ISU in fighting tuition fees for 
international exchange students 

- SAIH also wants full scholarships for students from developing countries 

- SAIHs new political campaign topic for next year will be: “Against 
commercialization of higher education”. This campaign topic will 
contribute to fight against research commodity processes in higher 
education 

- SAIH requests strong cooperation with ISU during this campaign 

 
Maria CachoPiresAIESEC 
 

- AIESEC is the largest student run organization in the world 
- AIESEC works with the development of leadership in young people  
- AIESEC facilitates exchange programs. By signing up foran exchange 

program you can practice what you have learned through your studies 
and get real work experience. AIESEC also facilitates volunteer work 
andshort-term and long-term professional internships 

- AIESEC was founded 60 years ago as an NGO for exchange students that 
decide to conduct their studies abroad 

- AIESEC works to secure internationalization for students in Norway 
 
Ole Kristian Bratset, President for Association of Norwegian Students 
Abroad(ANSA) 
 

- ANSA work closely with the embassies in Norway and collaborate 
embassies in the respective countries as well 

- It is a valuable contribution for ANSA to have a range of nationalities to 
collaborate with 



- ANSA appreciate the partnership with ISU Norway, and highlights their 
collaborative efforts in issues like free tuition and quota system where 
ANSA have been standing on the barricades together with ISU Norway, as 
well as with student housing 

- There is a possibility for each Local Branch to be part of ANSA locally 
- ANSA would like to wish the NA the best of luck with the rest of the 

assembly and the discussions this weekend 
 
Mari SundliTveit(Rector at NMBU) on Internationalization of Higher 
Education in Norway, and the role of international students for Norwegian 
Higher Education institutions  
 

- NMBU applauds ISU Norway´s commitment to international students 
pursuing higher education in Norway, and the dedication from the 
National President-Daniel Hernández Iniesta. 

- International students are an important input in higher education from all 
over the world 

- NMBU is proud to be the institution in Norway with the highest number 
of international students in Norway 

- NMBU take strong stands against tuition fees, because it would close 
doors that we would rather have more open 

- Internationalization is a prerequisite for quality assurance in higher 
education 

- International cooperation and international perspectives are also 
necessary when dealing with global societal challenges 

- Climate and environment, food and other global challenges cannot be 
solved only with a national approach 

- European University Association (EUA) has felt the need to stand up for 
university values even more than in the past in light of the recent major 
political, economic and societal challenges facing Europe. It is undeniable 
that national and international financial crises, weakening European 
solidarity, growing fanaticism and political repression, as well as armed 
conflict in neighboring countries, have an impact on higher education 

- The principles of autonomy and academic freedom are core values for 
higher education institutes  

 
Michal Jan Warecki(Leader) onIndustriEnergi Student 
 

- Globally we are experiencing insecure times. Such insecuritymay give rise 
to prejudice, discrimination and racism  

- That is part of the reason why organizations like ISU important, since they 
are building bridges rather than walls 

- ISU also provides an important networking opportunity. Fellow students 
at campus mayone day may become future colleagues, and interacting 
with fellow students may ensure the establishment of important 
connections and links  

- Both IndustriEnergi Student and ISU Norway are concerned with 
students’ rights, and by working together as student organizations we can 
represent these students better 



 
Presentation on IndustriEnergiStudentAgreement with ISU Norway and 
debate 
 
Responsible: Chair and National President 
 

- The agreement entails that organizations may represent each other on 
board meetings 

- It also ensures local level support aiding to each others organization, 
courses, organization building 

- The partnership agreement between ISU Norway and IndustriEnergi 
Student is approved (41/0/0) 

 
Presentation of constitutional amendments and debate 
 
Abbreviations: 
 
NP National President  C Comment or argument 
NA National Assembly  R Reply  
LB Local Branch   F Fact  
NO National Office  Q Question 
EB Executive Board  A Answer 
NB National Board 
SO Student Organization 
SP Student Parliament 
 
Voting: (Yes/No/Blank) 
 
The National President goes through the proposed changes to the constitution point 
by point.  24 votes (2/3 delegates present) needs to vote yes, to go through. 
 
1. Suggested amendment: 
 
The ISU Executive Board is elected by the National Assembly to be its 
representative. One member from the EB should be from another gender 
 
Voting: NOT PASSED (15/11/10) 
 
2. Suggested amendment: 
 
The NA consists of: a) Delegates with speech, proposal and voting rights: Two 
representatives (one from another gender) from each ISU local branch and all 
the national board members. Voting representatives from each branch can be 
changed before and during the NA with written notification to the Organizational 
Consultant. 
 

 C:Comment addressing the clarity and phrasing of the amendment 
 F: NA does not have the authority to change wording or phrasing in 

amendments. 



 C: There is a need for a proper debate to learn why constitutional changes 
are necessary 

 R: There is a need for clarification and the importance of not rushing this 
issue  

 C: The statements are unclear 
 C: It is important to phrase amendments in the right way. Constitutional 

changes needs to be phrased in such a way that they are understandable 
years from now, without the presence of those who changed it.  

 C: Gender inclusion is a good proposition in theory. But it can be 
problematic from a practical point of view. For example, when traveling 
to meetings and assemblies. 

 R: There is a need for this policy to be in place. If we know that we need a 
certain ratio in gender, it is easy to plan ahead for NA and similar events.  

 R: It should be up to the Local Branches to decide on gender ratio. 
 R: We have to do something to be proactive on gender. 
 R: In terms of gender inclusion and representation at the NA, there is 

already an almost 50-50 ratio. We should not change the constitution for 
the fancy of it.  

 R: It is important to not be flimsy about changing the constitution. 
 

Voting: NOT PASSED (1/35/0) 
 

3. Suggested amendment: 
 
National Board member to be removed from their position if they miss two 
National Board meetings  
 
Discussion 
 

 C: It is an issue of non-precise phrasing and wording in the suggested 
constitutional amendments 

 C: There are 5 NB meetings during a year. Is it serving any purpose to 
remove the member if they miss two meetings? 

 
Voting: PASSED (24/12/0) 

 
Voting to have the local branch president to regularly update the board member 
on the financial situation of the local branch 
 

 C: There must be misunderstandings on the regulations around 
constitutional amendments. 

 
4. Suggested amendment: 
 
Every ISU Local Branch has a president who is responsible for its operation. The 
Local Branch president, should update regularly the board members about the 
financial situation of the Local Branch. 
 
Voting: PASSED 25/11/0 



 
5. Suggested amendment:  
 
Executive Board (3): The ISU Executive Board (ISU EB) is elected by the National 
Assembly to be its representative. ISU EB meets at least two times per month. 
The Executive Board shall consist of: 
 
1. National President 
2. Union Development Officer 
3. Political Affairs Officer  
 
ISU National Board hires an Organizational Consultant. ISU National Board 
receives a Plan ofAction from the National Assembly. In cases where the National 
President is not available forimportant events or periods, the Union 
Development Officer shall serve as his/herrepresentative and shall be granted 
the authorities of National President on an interim basis.ISU National Board 
members are elected for a period of 1 year, after which new elections areheld. No 
post in ISU National Board may be held for more than two consecutive years at 
atime. Anyone holding a local board position, who gets elected as NP resigns 
immediately from the local board. All other NB positions have a grace period of 
one month within which toresign and help organize elections to fill up the local 
board position. There is an overlappingperiod of one month in ISU National 
Board, after which the incoming elected representativesfully assume the 
responsibilities of the position. 
 
Voting: PASSED (36/0/0) 
 
6. Suggested amendment: 
 
NA to include one representative from ESN Norway as observer in ISU Norway 
 
Voting: PASSED (28/5/3) 
 
7. Suggested amendment: 
 
Na to include one representative from AIESECas observer in ISU Norway:  
 
Voting: PASSED (36/0/0) 
 
8. Suggested amendment: 
 
NA to include one representative from IndustriEnergi Studentas observer in ISU 
Norway 
 
Voting: PASSED (30/4/2) 
 
Discussion: 
 

 C: There should be room at this forum to raise any question at the NA. 



 C: We cannot go back and discuss an issue after passing on 
 

 
Break 
 
 
 
 
 
Constitutional amendments debate and voting continue 
 
9. Suggested amendment: 
 
A member of the International Students’ Union of Norway is an organization at a 
tertiary institution with a constitutionally elected board that represents the 
interests of all theinternational students at that institution and has been 
accepted by two–thirds majority of theNational Assembly or any of the two 
Leadership Meetings. ISU local branches must abide toISU Norway’s national 
constitution, and are not able to amend their local constitution in amanner that 
violates ISU Norway’s leadership structure while holding to their membership.A 
new member branch will automatically receive full voting rights immediately 
after being approved by the Assembly or Leadership Meeting. Member 
organizations may be called ISULocal Branches. ISU Local Branches must 
represent all the international students at its tertiaryinstitution. It must be 
possible for any international student to run for a position on theboard of an ISU 
Local Branch. 
Discussion 
 

 C: On not understanding the reasoning behind all these amendment 
 R: This amendment was proposed at the leadership meeting in 

Trondheim 
 R: The constitution is already well-structured, the LB constitution has to 

be in line with the National constitution 
 R: The leadership meeting discussion was concerned with this not being 

clearly explained in the constitution 
 R: Where the constitution is silent, the NB should work with it, it should 

not be necessary to have all these amendments 
 R: Without the change, LBsare constitutionally able to make changes 

without the NBs approval 
 R: It is important to update the constitution since we are one organization 

that stand by one constitution 
 R: This issue came up in the NB meeting; some members thought the NB 

were helpless. But anything not mentioned in the constitution can be 
agreed among the members of the NB. 

 C: It is interesting that these amendments comes from the NB when they 
don’t seem to agree on their own amendments 

 C: The constitution states that ISU local branches are supposed to be run 
in a local mannerthat is in accordance with the NB and the constitution. 



The proposed amendment is in other words already present in the 
constitution 

 C: 5 out of 7 member of the NB voted for this, which is the reason why it is 
voted on at the NA 

 
Voting: NOT PASSED: (19/11/11) 
 
10. Suggested amendment: 
 
Duties of the National Board members: Chairman – Responsible for chairing all 
National Board meetings, calling for NB meetings, creating an agenda for NB 
meetings, and ensuring all NB members have tasks assigned and followed 
through with. Deputy Chairman – Assists Chairman and Political Auditor. Fills in 
the absence of the Chairman and assume all responsibilities. Assists in logistics 
and organizing of events during LMs and the NA Treasurer – Work with OC to 
create updates on budget and projected costs. Political Auditor – Ensures that all 
committees and boards at a local and national level are adhering to 
constitutional principles. 
 
Voting: PASSED (40/0/1) 
 
11. Suggested amendment: 
 
Political Committee 1. The Political Committee (PC) will be elected at the 
National Assembly. 2. The Political Committee consists of up to 4 members. 3. 
The PC is responsible for running political campaigns and coordinating the 
reaction to the Government State Budget in cooperation with the EC and the NB. 
4. The Political Committee must meet at least six times per year. 
 
Discussion 
 

- C: Spelling errors. 
- C: We should modify and clarify the statement 
- Chair: Denied, as NA does not have the authority to change wording on 

amendments 
- C: It is unpractical to limit the number in case we do not find enough 

members 
- R: If we have 8 members, we might not meet the necessary quorum  
- R: Up to 8 means, what you have will meet the quorum. Meaning, if there 

are only 4 present, the quorum is 4.  
- R: How efficient is the committee in delivering when the members are 8, 

when we already have issues of bringing 4 members together 
- R: Shorter groups are more effective 
- R: The constitution says “up to” meaning even if you have 2, it is still valid. 

Therefore there is no point in changing the constitution.  
 

Voting: PASSED (30/5/6) 
 
12. Suggested amendment: 



 
Editorial Committee Positions 1. Chief Editor 2. Up to three content managers 
making up a board of maximum five members Editorial Committee 
Responsibilities • Responsible for production of at least semesterly magazine 
publication. • Involved in budgeting and strategic planning of magazines. • 
Identify and contact potential advertisement partners/clients. • The board shall 
be answerable to the National board. 
 
Discussion: 
 

- C: There is a typo mistake 
- C: The statement is contradictory  
- R: The typo mistake could have been corrected if the NA had read the 

memo in time 
- R: It is not fair to say that the NA should have read it. It is important that 

whoever drafted this proposal can clarify what the statement entails 
- Chair: NA cannot vote on this statement 

 
Voting: NOT PASSED (4/37/0) 
 
13. Suggested amendment: 
 
Duties of the National Board members: Chairman – Responsible for chairing all 
National Board meetings, calling for NB meetings, creating an agenda for NB 
meetings, and ensuring all NB members have tasks assigned and followed 
through with. Deputy Chairman – Assists Chairman and Political Auditor. Fills in 
the absence of the Chairman and assume all responsibilities. Assists in logistics 
and organizing of events during LMs and the NA Treasurer – Work with OC to 
create updates on budget and projected costs. Political Auditor – Ensures that all 
committees and boards at a local and national level are adhering to 
constitutional principles. 
 
Voting: PASSED(40/0/1) 
 
Approval vote: PASSED (40/0/1) 
 
Saturday May 6th 
 
0930: Breakfast and registration 
1000: Accounting and auditor report presentation and approval 
1030: ISU Norway Executive Board Report 2017/2018 presentation and 
approval  
1100: Break 
1115: Elections to the Executive and National Board 
1230: Lunch 
1330: ISU Environmental discussion 
1400: ISU Norway Work Plan 2017/2018 discussion 
1445: Break 
1500: ISU Norway Budget 2017/2018 presentation 



1600: ISU Norway Work Plan 2017/2018 voting 
1800: ISU Quiz 
 
1. ISU Norway Finances and Auditor Report  
 
Voting: APPROVED (36/0/1) 
 
2. ISU Norway Executive Board Report 

 
Voting: APPROVED (38/0/2) 
 
3. Elections to the Executive and National Board 
 
Positions     Candidates  Votes  
 
(Winning votes/Blank/Dismissed-not valid votes) 
 
National President     EricAlyssa  (25/15/0) 
Union Development Officer   Shifat   (14/1/0) 
Political Affairs Officer   Caroline  (31/8/1) 
National Board Chair    Alex   (36/4/0) 
Deputy chair     Lahpoe  (37/3/0) 
National Board Treasurer   Siphiwe  (32/7/1) 
National Board Political Auditor  Justice  (21/17/2) 

 
4. ISU Environmental discussion 
 
C: Suggestion to not serving meat at ISU Norway events 
C: Question on cooperating with SPIRE, how does this relationship play out? 
R: There has been an interest to move forward from ISU, but there was little 
reply from SPIRE 
R: Cooperation is not entailing anything specific at the moment, correct? 
R: If they don’t want to work with us, we cannot force them. ISU Norway did our 
part to work with them 
R: If you want a specific partnership with any organization, contact the Political 
Affairs Officer 
R: Remember that newly elected Political Affairs Officer will start 1st of July 2017 
C: Since the NB has an agreement with SPIRE they should continue their effort  
R: Maybe the next board will have more luck 
 
5. ISU Workplan 2017/2018 
 
Discussion 
 

- C: Are physically challenged students mentioned in the WP 
- R: Students with disabilities are mentioned in the WP under Quality of 

education  
- C: Election of Local Branches should happen as soon as possible, in order 

to ensure visibility for ISU 



- R: This is for every LB to decide, since it is practical for all LBs to begin 
elections early 

- C: It is helpful for LBs to coordinate with University officers 
- C: Is it possible to plan regional cooperation meetings, for LBs to plan 

events and create action plans together with other LBs in the region 
- R:It may be hard to provide funding for this  
- Q: What framework do you have in mind? 
- A: Using the largest city in the area 
- Q: What would that serve to accomplish? 
- A: It would be good to plan activities together to ensure local action 

 
6. ISU Norway WP 2017/2018 voting. 26  votes yes needed to go through 
(50%) 
 
Voting:APPROVED 41/0/0 
 
7. Suggestions to add: 
 
1.1 National Board should work to ensure Local Branches´ continuity in regards 

to the Continuity Handbook  
Local Branches who have problems/issues regarding communication, 
elections, etc. to former board from new board should leave a survival kit 
with all necessary information, contacts, previous 
issues/experiences/ideas in order to fix a methodology and improve the 
Local Branches´ 
 

Voting: PASSED 36/1/4 
 
1.3 National Board shall work to organize meetings for regional cooperation 
groups and work with Local Branches´ to secure regional sponsors for the 
regional cooperation meetings. 
 
Voting: PASSED 28/4/9 
 
1.5 National Board should review the current structure of the regional 
cooperation groups in terms of convenience (i.e: range, travel time, etc.)  
 
Voting: PASSED 32/1/8 
 
Establishing and strengthening relationships with stakeholders  
 
2.1 Leadership meetings should consider including having a minimum of one 
third of the time with more workshops and energetic/motivational activities (i.e. 
management games, informal and outdoor activities, etc.) between Local 
Branches, in order to share experiences and discuss ideas 
 
Voting: PASSED 38/2/1 
 
Approval vote: PASSED 41/0/0 



 
Sunday 7th May  
 
1. Committee’s candidates’ presentations and elections 
 
Political committee: 
 

- Candidates: AlyssaVeliquette, Raxy Gomes, NourHourani, Daniel 
Hernández Iniesta 

- All candidates have been accepted and voted is as members from the 
Political Committee 

 
Editorial committee: 
 

- Chief editor: Jose Antonio de Pool Moran 
- Assistant editor: vacant 
- Marketing manager: vacant 
- Maximum of five board members: vacant 
- Chief of editor candidate accepted 

 
Elections Committee (3 members) 

- All positions vacant. To be elected at the Leadership Meeting 1. 
 
2. LM1/LM2 discussion and venue 
 

- C: Challenge of funding: Less funding for this year than previous budgets. 
National office can offer transport, etc. But it will be expensive to host 
outside Oslo  

- Q: Is it possible to use Frifond sources? 
- A: No, Frifondis only to be used on activities within the Local Branches, 

not national activities 
- C: The food budget is quite large, 12-15 000 NOK. If someone decides to 

cook it may cost less 
- Chair: 8 min discussion between LBs 

 
Break 
 

- C: ISU Bodø has agreed to take on LM1 in November 
- C: It is an issue of concern to take on such a responsibility for future 

boards seen as many sitting boards will not be in Norway next year 
- C: Most branches have little finances to use for LMs 
- C: More information on LMs is needed 
- C: We can have possible candidates 
- R: ISU Steinkjer (HiNT) is a possible candidate for LM2 
- R: ISU Tromsø is a possible candidate for LM2 
- R: ISU UiB is a possible candidate for LM2 
- R: ISU Drammen is a possible candidate for LM2 
- C:Information (expenses, budget, travel costs etc)on previous LMs will be 

sent out for the LBs to consider 



- Q: Is there a fixed budget for LMs? Or is it a possibility to increase the 
budget for future LMs? 

- A: It is expected that the budget will be increased, but not until after late 
July. The tentative budget is around 60 000 NOK 

- Q: If we spend 20 % more on the LM, is it a chance to have it back? 
- A: The additional funding should come from alternative sources, which 

you will have time to prepare for if you decide to take on the LMs 
- C: An alternative funding optionfor many LBs is the International office at 

the institute.  
 
Break 
 
3. Local Branches discussion 
 

- Chair: This is a forum for any issues regarding LBs and continuity, but 
also general issues for the LBs. we would also like to hear positive things 
that have happened in the LBs. 

- C: There is a challenge on how to explain to newcomers what ISU really is. 
The current board is leaving at the end of the semester. We decided to 
make a video that can be shown the first day, when students arrive and 
get information about ISU and what we do. We also want to have the 
elections early, but it is difficult to find candidates. 

- Q: Is it possible to get assistance from the Student Parliament? 
- A: There is a lack of good communication between LB and SP.  
- C: International office has the responsibility to reach out to new 

international students, but LBs can do this themselves 
- R: The EB can also assist in this. Just be sure to ask in advance. Also talk to 

the SP at your institution 
- R: We have the same issue in our institution. We use a PowerPoint to 

inform new students on ISU Norway. Continuity handbook comes in 
handy. We will also provide a memory stick for the new board to use.  

- R: This will vary within the different LBs, but there is an option to inform 
people in advance, so that you have more time to plan, prepare and reach 
out.  

- R: At our institution, we elect the new president and vice president before 
the next semester. They work along with the sitting president and vice 
president to make sure what they are doing. This ensures continuity. 

- C: The Student Council is another option. They may in many cases help 
LBs.ISU. When an LB is making an event, they can ask the SC for 
additional funding. Ensure a good communication with SC and your job 
will be a lot easier. You may even ask the SC to translate documents into 
English 

- C: Ensure that the next board is made aware of the connections you have 
made. These connections are extremely important. 

- C: Everyone wants to help international students, but it is important that 
LBs ask for this help 

- C: This has been a common issue on several NAs. Solutions have to be 
foundinthe individual LBs.However, communication with SP is key. If you 
are not able to contact them, talk to your NB and they will assist you. 



- C: It is challenging for the NB that some LBs are very inactive. It is 
necessary to be active. Especially the president. Work on the motivation. 
It is voluntary work, so money should not be the motivation.  

- C: Google drive helps a lot with leaving documents to the next board.  
- R: Generic Google accounts will ensure continuity, avoid personal e-mails 
- Q:Our LB is suffering due to a previous board, which used money for 

alcohol. How could this happen? 
- A: ISU Norway has to follow the funding rules and regulations, whether 

we like it or not. I am really sorry about this, but in a transaction between 
boards this could happen. The consequence is that the next board will 
suffer. If this happens, contact NB directly, so that we can assist you 

- R: It is important for the boards leaving to ensure a transaction before 
they leave. Even if you go back to your countries you can communicate 
with the new board. 

- Q: Does the Organizational Consultant have access to all LB G-mail 
accounts? 

- A: Yes. That is why it is important to restrain from personal e-mails, in 
case there is an issue with the account.  

- C: As much as we want to continue details to next board, to ensure 
continuity having the information alone is not enough. Even if a board 
may have a WP for the next committee. Therefore: make sure you hold the 
elections before you leave.  

- Q: Should we inform the NB on communication with the IO in terms of 
continuity? 

- A: Yes. You should let us know what you are discussing with the IO. This is 
so that the NB can ensure that IO is helping you.  

- R: It is easier for the IO to assist at institutions where the NB has a long 
way to travel to assist the LB.  

- R: If you feel like the IO will do the job, it is fine. But the NB need to know 
what is going on in the LBs. 

- C:At some institutions there isinformation about ISU included in the 
generic e-mail sent to new ERASMUS. Here, it is possible to link to the 
continuity handbook which may have students plan for ISU before they 
leave their home country to go Norway 

- C: Remember that the Union Development Officer is in charge for 
elections etc.  

- C: LBs should view the IO and the SP as alternative channels to 
communicate 

- C: We have some worries around our bank account. The former president 
still has access. The following board will have to contact the former 
president.  

- R: The National Office has access. When you elect the new 
president,contact the organizational consultant and she will assist you. 

- C: It is a challenge for the EB that they don’t get enough communication 
from LBs  

- R: This is true for political affairs as well. Remember that the NO has a lot 
of contacts with ministries etc. so it is particularly important for us to 
know what is going on in the LBs. 



- C: At our institution we have an IOwho handles political issues. The 
challenge for us is to communicate these issues to the EB, when there is 
already someone at the institution in place to handle these issues. 

- R: It is good that other sources handle political issues. Still, LBs should 
bring these issues to the EBs attention 

- R: Find a way to cooperate with IO, but decide what your own aim and 
responsibility is, and what you would like to communicate with EB 

- C:In terms of yesterdays LB presentations. Some of them were 
exceptional. We saw active and vibrant LBs. Others seemed as if they 
were struggling. I have a challenge for LBs: bring these ideas to your LBs 
and see what you can do. 

- R: NO will make a presentation and send it out for all of you 
 
4. Frifond and basic economic tips 
 

- Frifondis the main source of funding.  
- In order to receive funding one needs to follow strict rules and 

regulations. But there may be permission for forgiveness 
- Frifond is flexible up until deadline 
- Funding may be used for local activity only. This excludes travelling 

outside the local area 
- Make sure to produce activity reports. This will ensure future funding 

from LNU. The more events we can showcase, the more funding we can 
apply for  

- Funding may not be used for: Salary, activities organized by NO, Outside 
of Norway activities, Travel to Leadership Meetings and NA, Fundraising 
activities, Build up funds or buying drugs and alcohol 

- Report must be sent by end of semester. LBs should start preparing 
activity reports as soon as the activity has finished. It may also be sent 
before the end of semester, to the Organizational Consultant  

- It can be smart to pick one successful project to showcase. Remember 
pictures, video or othermeans of documentations. 

- Remember to report correctly, and ask the NO for guidance or other tips 
and tricks 

- LBs may suffer consequences of faults from previous boards. This is 
however necessary 

- LBs should keep all receipts in one place. Scan and keep them digital.  
- Whether there are any questions, comments or doubts, LBs can always 

reach out to the OC  
 
5. Open discussion: 
 

- C: On double reporting to several organizations. 
- R: Be sure that the receipts you send are not the same as the ones you 

send to other organizations, this is illegal 
- Q: How flexible is the deadline? 
- A:Applications in Frifond format has to be sent before the deadline. If you 

are not able to, talk to OC if you have any issues 



- Q: On trips outside Norway, does the funding cover travelling from 
Norway to neighboring countries when tickets are bought in Norway? 

- A: All expenses outside Norway are not covered. For instance in a 
situation where an LB takes a trip to Sweden, all costs for the ticket 
starting from the Swedish border needs to be covered by the members 
themselves. The Frifond funding may not be used for this 

- C: One tip on getting funding from additional sources is to break up the 
costs and thus the receipts – this way Frifond funding may be used to 
cover local activities, whereas additional funding or the students 
themselves may cover the additional cost  

- Q: Regarding receipts: In the case where receipts have to be sent to the IO 
but also to the NO: does the NOneed all of the receipts, or only the one 
that will useFrifond funding? 

- A: NO only needs the Frifondreciept. Frifond report to NO, all reports to 
the school. Report only the Frifond funds to the NO 

- Chair: You may show receipts to the school, but remember that it is illegal 
to attempt to apply additional funding using the same reciept 

- C: Just divide the budget. Our LB divide the budget in two: Frifond and the 
other source of funding 

- C: I wan togive some advise in relation to the LB presentations yesterday. 
As we can se, it is often better to organize a number of small activities 
rather than one big. The impact will be larger. Also, in terms of continuity: 
make sure to apply for Frifond before the sitting board is leaving, for the 
sake of the new board.  

- R: Several thingscan lead to more funding: early applications, more 
reporting of activities, a number of small events rather than one large. If 
we can document lots of activities we may also apply for more funds 

- Q: On buying stuff online. We asked international students to bring stuff 
from home countries for parties or cultural events. Is it OK to compensate 
them through gift cards or similar? 

- A: No, this is not possible. A gift card cannot be justified as a local activity.  
- R: Gift card as price in quiz competition is a local activity. 
- R: I would advise to send e-mail to the Organizational Consultant, due to 

the specificity to the question. Remember that a local activity has to be 
explained. It is better to check with the NO before submitting anything 

- Q: We spend money on gift cards for contests; is it OK? 
- A: We have to check on this, please send e-mail to NO for us to check 
- C: In terms of bending the rules for funding, this is the LBs own risk to 

take. Worst case, funds will not be replaced  
- C: If you read the Frifond guidelines you will see that these are very clear. 

The funding is to be used within the area where the LB is based, almost 
only within the campus. Anywhere else is not OK.  

- C: For those who will live in Norway for a while you should get used to the 
rules. Norwegian rules and regulations are quite strict, which might 
explain why this society is working as well as it is. 

- Q: In terms of spending funding on clothing. Is this something that may 
change? 

- A: It is not permissible to use funds for clothing that members of LBs 
bring home. The clothes have to be leftwith the LB 



- C: There was a particular branch that made sweaters, brought them back 
and the next board ordered new sweaters. This happened again and 
again. It is not fair to spend Frifondfunding to buy clothing for personal 
use. If an LB wants to purchase ISU sweaters, they may do this, but the 
sweaters have to stay with the LB 

 
6. Open discussion on evaluation 
 

- C: Friday meal at Mela café was very good 
- C: Overall experience at the NA was great. However, there is one negative 

comment: the Friday schedule. It was not balanced at all. Saturday was 
finished early, Sunday as well. Since we know that constitutional 
amendments take a lot of time and discussion, maybe we should move 
this away from the Friday evening 

- R: This is an issue of reading documents beforehand. Everyone should 
read the documents to save us all a lot of time with questions and 
confusion. 

- R: It is a very laudable suggestion to have these discussions another day. 
From experience, a constitutional amendment is always a heated debate. 
It would be better to look at having these discussions on Saturday when 
people are rested, not tired from traveling. 

- C: Positive comment on the hostel. The location was good, and the rooms 
were nice 

- C: On the chairpersons: They were positive, strict and did a good job. I 
guess it was a hard job to guide the NA and we appreciate the job you did, 
thank you! 

- C: Next NA, we should order pizza for dinner, to avoid going out. 
- C: On LBs not showing up for three days, NB will discuss whether they 

have a valid reason. If not, there will be consequences 
- C: We should also applaud ourselves. We did a good job. Some of us were 

late, and some didn’t attend, but we were very cooperative at the end of 
the day. And we are able to finish in good time.  

- C: Send out documents digitally for the next NA 
- R: Documents were sent digitally to LBs email, and posted online 

 
7. Nationalities present at National Assembly 2017 
 
Germany 
Pakistan 
Bangladesh 
France 
Russia  
Venezuela 
USA 
Kenya 
Nigeria 
Spain 
Syria 
UAE 



Ukraine 
Iran 
Netherlands 
Albania 
Latvia 
Brazil 
Greece 
Malawi 
Uganda 
Ghana 
Catalonia 
Norway 
Romania 
Turkey 
Philippines 
Myanmar 
Thailand 
Alaska 
Tlingit 
Biafra 
Mauritius 
Algerie 
Kawthoolei 
Belarus 
Canada 
 
8. Closing remarks by National President 
 

- I have worked with ISU for 5 years, and I have a strong passion for ISU 
and the work we do 

- During my time as NP, I have had some challenges, but I want to say that 
whenever I have tochoose between being your boss or your friend I 
choose to be your boss in order to do the job I was elected, but being 
always nice with everyone 

- Working with Eric and Alex has been a great experience, and will continue 
to help them and next boards in the future if needed 

- During my time the ISU has become more visible, and politically we have 
a greater network than before. This is a factor for continuity.  

- No matter what happens next, I will be there and continue helping the 
next board. 

- Thank you for having a passion for ISU  
- Eric, congratulations on the elections. The sky is your limit! 

 
Meeting finish at 14:00 


